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The CIP CS-7 series presents a new paradigm that takes urban street and area lighting main-

stream to a new benchmark in visual comfort.  It’s a groundbreaking  creation that delivers 

unparalleled design freedom, maximum energy efficiency and unrivaled optical and bright-

ness control. In addition to the striking form of seamless construction, CIP CS-7 blends high 

performance optics, controls, capability and mounting options to cover more applications and 

enhance the environment they occupy. 
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One Amazing Luminaire Housing... 

Seven Possible Mounting Options! 

Post or wall ARM mount 

Adjustable KNUCKLE 

Post mount 
CATENARY mount 

CHAIN mount 

TRI-LEG post top mount 

DUO-LEG post top mount 

360º  LENSED post top mount 
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APPLICATIONS 

 CITY CENTERS 

 COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS 

 PARKS AND PLAZAS 

 URBAN LANDSCAPE 

 URBAN GREEN BELTS 

 RURAL ROADS 

 RIVERSIDE 

 LAKESIDE 

 RESIDENTIAL AREAS 

 PATHWAYS 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

In these days of rapidly changing social practices, every city is looking to be more attractive, welcoming,      

convenient and safe. The CIP CS-7 series is designed to create a comfortable and pleasant atmosphere that 

puts the users of public spaces at ease. This series is designed to have a slim , discreet presence during the 

day, and  bring urban spaces to life at night. It offers a palette of environmental lighting effects to give projects 

a unique contextual or aesthetic touch. The flexible , modular LED engine comes with a range of columns and a 

wide variety of optics and effects, enabling architects and lighting designers to create a unified consistent 

lighting design that still reflects the differences in urban culture and history.- 

As part of the pedestrian experience we want to be reminded of spaces we value. The most valued “people 

spaces” in the urban environment are those that tie to nature.  The CIP CS-7 series of LED luminaires uses 

seamless organic design elements with an unregimented symmetry as seen and reflected in nature. 

Exceptional performance and uniformity with the diffused lens configurations offers a high degree of comfort 

by limiting glare and brightness. It allows the CIP CS-7 series to deliver precise and elegant illumination that 

enhances the world around us. 

The highly efficient range of CIP CS-7 series delivers excellent lighting levels while also providing the right     

ambiance for all urban applications areas, from the outskirts of the city right through to the city center. By 

evolving the modularity of the CIP CS-7 series and adding new innovations, CS-7 is the ideal toolbox for every 

urban context. The housing is flatter, completely round and stylish. The transitions with the seven unique 

mounting options gives your cityscape a coherent , elegant and discreet identity. 

Standard colors include Dark Bronze, Black and Light Gray. RAL and customized colors are available with a 

MOQ of  100 units. 
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CONTROLS FOR SMART CITY MANAGEMENT 

The CIP CS-7 series is the ideal choice for Smart City management systems. It provides dimmable DALI con-

trol, Photo Control, Mothion sensor control and Zigbee for not only more energy savings, but also smart 

city  managing. In additions, the CS-7 series is  future upgradable. The luminaire DOME which incorporates 

the LED module and the driver, is fully replaceable so that you can benefit from future developments in 

LEDs and their associated efficiencies. Your investment will never become obsolete!  

FEATURES 

 High visual comfort 

 High performance optics and uniform light distribution 

 High output efficacy up to LPW 

 Compact and ultra-thin lamp body 

 Body designed to protect fitting from  water, dust and bird droppings 

 Self Cleaning 

 Post Top and Tool-less Opening 

 Easy and Fast Installation and maintenance for human labor cost savings 

 Replaceable LED units 

 Replaceable driver unit and control gear 

 -V & -V dimmable, Dali Control gear, Timing dimmable, Zigbee for Smart City management 

 Photo sensor control 3P, 5P, 7P NEMA Socket and Twist – Lock receptacle 

 Microwave Motion Sensor with Tri-level & 3– step dimming 

 PIR Motion Sensor with Bi-level dimming and as option , Bluetooth add-on enables remote sensor pro-

gramming 

 Common mode surge protection 6KV and Customized achievable up to 10KA and 20 KA as an option 

 Die-cast aluminum optical assembly, lid, body and arms, 4mm thick 

 Specialized corrosion resistant polyester Dual Powder Coating finish for exterior applications 

 Polycarbonate with texture for a high uniformity of the light beam from Mitsubishi 

 Polycarbonate thickness is 4mm, UV resistant F1 and Fire rating VO 

 All external screws are in AISI 304  Stainless Steel 

 No photobiological risk 

 Pole—top  installation on poles with diameter of 60mm and customized  40mm and 550mm options 
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CONSTRUCTION AND HOUSING 

One-piece die-cast aluminum upper housing designed with internal cooling fins for thermal management. 

Formed aluminum top is looped to prevent bird nesting and designed to be Self-cleaning. Metal electrical 

tray allows easy access for field servicing. Molded silicone gasket throughout to insures IP rating against 

the ingress of dust and water. 

FINISH 

Housing is finished in super durable AKZO powder coatings paint with  mil normal thickness for superior 

protection against fading and wear to withstand extended outdoor exposure, providing excellent re-

sistance to  corrosion, ultraviolet degradation and abrasion. Available standard colors include Black, Dark 

bronze and light grey. RAL and custom colors are available for minimum quantities. 

OPTICS 

Unique optical distributions are accomplished using various combinations of reflective backing plates and 

LED Side lighting design. The optical Waveguide is manufactured using precision injection molded acrylic. 

The optics contain features that form a repeatable and redundant pattern to direct light in a precisely pre-

scribed distribution. The  CIP CS-7 series utilizes a high degree diffusion outdoor rated PC lens for superior 

protection against fad, ultraviolet degradation and abrasion to withstand extended outdoor exposure for 

long time applications. 

For additional glare control and visual comfort with the Wide distribution , specify the optional special 

diffusion lens that works in combination with the Waveguide lens and reflective backing plate to reduce 

high angle lumens. 

ELECTRICAL 

 LED driver and electric parts are directly mounted to upper housing thermal pad for optimal thermal 

performance 

 Input voltage: 100—277 Vac50/60 Hz, and 347-480 Vac 60 Hz for 61.5 watt versions 

 PF>0.92 at full load.  THD<10% at full load 

 Integral 6KV surge protection offered as standard (DALI version 10KV).  10KA,  20KA SPD optional 

 Open circuit fault will turn off the luminaire to protect the sensitive electronics and as a signal for 

maintenance. 

 Replaceable driver unit and control gear. 
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LIGHT PERFORMANCE 

 High Visual comfortable and Glare Free UGR<19 

 High performance optics and uniform light distribution SDCM<3 

 Luminaire output efficacy up to 140 LPW.  Minimum CRI 70 is standard, CRI 80 & 90 optional 

 CCT 2700-3000K, 3700-4000K, 4700—5000K, 5400—5700K standard. 

 BUG Rating B2-U0-G1 

 EP A (Effective Projected Area (Arm Mount =0.46 square feet) 

 EPA (Effective Projected Area  (Post-top and side –entry; 0.45 square feet) 

DIMMING AND CONTROL 

 0—10v & 1—10v dimmable, dimming range from 10% to 100% through the use of the standard 0 –10V 

interface. 

 DALI Control gear dim to off 

 Timer dimmable with 3 timer modes 

 3P NEMA Socket  & Twist-lock receptacles with Photo Sensor control — ON/off 

 5P NEMA Socket  & Twist –lock recepticles  with Photo Sensor control —Tri-level dimming 

 7P NEMA Socket  & Twist –lock recepticles  with Photo Sensor control —DALI Control 

 7P NEMA Socket  & Twist –lock recepticles  with Zigbvee control gear — wireless communications 

 Integrated Microwave Motion sensor — ON/off 

 Detached dimming and occupancy Microwave Motion sensor — tri-level dimming 

 Intelligent & Smart City management compatible and flexible 

INSTALLATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 

 Suggested installation height of 8 feet to 20 feet. 

 Tool-less opening and Easy maintenance on-site 

 All external screws are in AISI 304 Stainless Steel. Screw connection block or as option an external IP 

connector 

 39 inch outlet input cable offered as standard and customized cable length is optional 

 Body designed to prevent fitting from water, dust and bird droppings, etc. 

 Self cleaning 
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MOUNTING 

 Arm mount to 3 inch Round pole 

 Arm mount to 2-3/8 inch Round pole 

 Arm mount to any Square  pole 

 Arm mount to wall 

 Post mount to 40, 50, 60, 76 or 102 mm  tenons 

 Catenary mount to cable 

 Suspended mount to chain 

RATINGS 

 IP66 RATED 

 IK10 RATED 

 ETL, DLC Listed 

 Complies with the materials of RoHS 

LUMENS MAINTENANCE AND WARRANTY 

 Projected L90B10>50,000 hours at Ta+25º 

 Projected LED failure rate is 0.1%<  50,000 hours 

 Projected Driver failure rate < 0.1% per 10,000 hours 

 5 Year Warranty is standard, 7 year warranty is an option 
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